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Operating at the center of the financial markets, 
our Capital Markets professionals serve clients 
including Banks, Middle Market Businesses, 
Corporations, and Governments. We deliver 
market insights and products to mitigate risk, 
manage liquidity and provide execution 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER 
Valley Bank is the corporate brand of Valley National Bank. The 
information in this report was prepared by Valley Bank. The 
information herein is believed to be reliable and has been 
obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. Valley Bank 
makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or 
completeness of such information. 

Opinions, estimates, and projections in this report constitute the 
current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They 
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Valley Bank and are 
subject to change without notice. Valley Bank has no obligation 
to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a 
recipient thereof in the event that any opinion, forecast or 
estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes 
inaccurate. Prices and availability of financial instruments are 
subject to change without notice. This report is provided for 
informational purposes only. It is not an offer or a solicitation of 
an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate 
in any particular trading strategy. 

A SURGE IN THE U.S. DOLLAR INDEX 

The U.S. Dollar index surged to a 2-year high matching the levels last seen during the 
covid-19 induced recession. The dollar index is a gauge of the U.S. currency’s strength 
against a basket of other developed world currencies including the euro, the yen, and 
the pound. As of May 6, the U.S. Dollar had risen nearly 15 percent. 

Part of the move has been driven by the rapid increase in infation domestically and 
the Federal Reserve’s response. The Federal Reserve has now raised benchmark 
interest rates by 75 basis points while other major central banks like the European 
Central Bank and Bank of Japan have resisted any change. Though, Christine Lagarde, 
ECB President, has signaled that she would support raising the ECB’s main interest 
rate in the early part of the third quarter. 

If the ECB hikes interest rates it would be the frst time in a decade and demonstrate 
their commitment to price stability with eurozone infation near 7.5 percent. Some 
market participants question how many hikes the ECB could manage given the state 
of the eurozone economies, in part, driven by the fallout from the tensions with Russia. 
In addition, there are concerns about rising borrowing costs for some of the 
eurozone’s more indebted member states. 

If these dynamics were to persist, it is likely the euro will continue trading closer to 
parity with the U.S. dollar. The last time the euro was below $1 was in 1999 which was 
shortly after its creation. 

Have we reached the top? We will never know until we have the gift of hindsight. 
Though, we do think the U.S. Dollar strength may abate when we see genuine signs 
of U.S. inflation peaking; the Federal Reserve signals a less aggressive stance in its 
tightening campaign; and China avoids a worst-case outcome stemming from its 
zero-covid policy. 

BENEFIT FROM OUR ENHANCED FOREIGN EXCHANGE OFFERING 

Recently, Valley enhanced its foreign exchange capabilities via the merger with Bank 
Leumi USA. Valley’s FX desk employs a consultative approach to identify and quantify 
foreign exchange risks. The desk performs a thorough review of the customer’s 
foreign exchange exposures to customize hedge strategies that meets their specific 
risk appetite. In doing so, the FX desk can help Valley’s customer focus on their core 
business needs by helping them navigate cashflow volatility. 

If you have customers with international footprints such as importers or exporters 
Valleys FX desk can help them hedge FX volatility. Please reach out to the hedge desk 
at (973) 686 5407. 
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Forwards enable NDFs also protect the We provide hedging 
companies to fix the dollar value of a foreign alternatives including 

exchange rate today of a exposure where there is Vanilla Options, Collars, 
payable or receivable no liquid offshore market window Forwards or other 

that will occur at some with a deliverable structures customers may 
date in the future. instrument.  want to explore. 
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